
Ferry Replacement Plan Survey

Survey Results

Question

01
"While the population within Skagit County continues to grow, data indicates that
the rate of growth has been decreasing over the past 20 years...If the most
recently observed growth rate on Guemes Island continues, the population will
increase approximately 24% by the end of 2033."

Answers

56
88%

Skips

8
13%

0% 33.5% 67% COUNT PERCENT

 Agree 37 66%

 Disagree 19 34%

Question

02

"A general reduction in passenger ridership since a 2007 high was observed.
Vehicle ridership showed relatively little growth since the mid-1990s, suggesting
that the practical vehicle capacity may have been reached...the low passenger
ridership levels experienced from 2010 to 2012...may indicate the practical capacity
of the ferry" [Please remember that fares rose significantly in 2006 and again in
2008.]

Answers

54
84%

Skips

10
16%

0% 27% 54% COUNT PERCENT

 Disagree 29 54%

 Agree 25 46%

Question

03

"While the overall condition of the vessel is fair...the overall structural integrity of
the hull is considered good... the M/V GUEMES has limited remaining useful
economic life...As a vessel reaches over 50 years of age, it becomes economically
impractical to preserve the vessel." [The Guemes Ferry is 34 years old. Lummi
Island's Whatcom Chief is 52.]

Answers

55
86%

Skips

9
14%

0% 35% 70% COUNT PERCENT

 Agree 38 69%

 Disagree 17 31%

Question

04

Skagit County recovers a large portion of operating costs in ferry fares. Not long
ago, the Washington State Legislature approved the recovery of capital costs in
fares and the Washington State Ferries now collect a surcharge towards vessel
replacement. Each of the three options presented in the report includes $8,400,000
for a new ferry, plus projected costs for 20 years. Knowing that Guemes Ferry
riders may well pay a portion of the following costs, which option do you prefer:

Answers

59
92%

Skips

5
8%

0% 25% 50% COUNT PERCENT

 "Option A is immediate vessel replacement. Based on the
projections for population growth and the annual ridership
statistics, it is recommended that a moderately larger [four
car] ferry vessel be built. $19.54 million."

29 49%

 None of the above 17 29%
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 "Option B is to delay the acquisition of a new vessel for ten
years and continue the use of the [refitted] existing vessel.
$21.50 million."

11 19%

 "Option C is to extend the life of the existing vessel. This
would require a major vessel overhaul, including insertion of
a mid-body extension to increase the vehicle carrying
capacity. It is estimated that this option would allow for
continued vessel operation for an additional 18 years, at
which time a new vessel would enter service. $26.74 million."

2 3%

Question

05
Option C includes adding a section in the middle of the current hull which will allow
four more cars to fit on deck at an estimated cost of $630,335. Do you think the
benefit is worth the cost?

Answers

59
92%

Skips

5
8%

0% 45% 90% COUNT PERCENT

 No 53 90%

 Yes 6 10%

Question

06 Do you have another option?

Answers

17
27%

Skips

47
73%

81,415,739

Consider passenger only operations.

A larger ferry will not necessarily increase through-put.

Think about it.

In any given operating time span the  of operating tome is spent underway.  rds of the time is spent loading and

unloading,

Increase the size of the ferry and this will further skew the loading time upward. Bottom line is that a larger ferry won't

increase the throughput.

Consider setting up method for pre loading in a loading area ferry-footprint on Anacortes dock where when the ferry

arrives the load happens immediately.

Consider vehicle service is available during one daytime 8 hour shift. Evening passenger service would be by Arrow

Launch or other bidding vendor.

Sunday, Mar 30th

11:29AM

80,156,846

need to look at even a bigger ferry 5 to 10 car groyh will come why not be prepared
Tuesday, Mar 25th

9:45AM

77,741,291

M/V Guemes is perfectly adequate for the needs of the Islands residents and visiting population.
Sunday, Mar 16th

3:38PM

77,706,298

Replace the engines. At least have a working spare engine at the ready. Room for 4 more cars is not going to change

things significantly enough to warrant spending the money. What would make a difference on high use days is to have

additional runs. When you live on Guemes, you learn to be patient. Waiting through 2 ferry runs to get across is the price

we pay. Bring a good book.

Sunday, Mar 16th

12:53PM

77,668,358

new ferry with at least ten car increase in size growth will come to the island so why not be prepared. easier now then ten

years from now

Sunday, Mar 16th

9:57AM

77,186,274

Has a survey been done of relatively new ferries that may be for sale elsewhere because of no longer being suited for

the needs of their particular routes?

Friday, Mar 14th

6:40PM
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76,912,406

One more run , when needed. Keep it simple !
Friday, Mar 14th

1:59AM

76,742,499

A bridge
Thursday, Mar 13th

2:15PM

76,508,354

A new ferry will be required at some point in the future. This will not happen without bearing some of the cost ourselves.

Let's follow a path to minimize that cost.

Wednesday, Mar 12th

10:57PM

76,365,116

Build a bridge.
Wednesday, Mar 12th

3:01PM

run every 1/2 hour with 1 hour lunch break. just to add 4 extra cars when the crew is already there and ferry often has Tuesday, Mar 11th

9:09PM

Question

07 Any additional comments on the Ferry Replacement Plan?
Answers

17
27%

Skips

47
73%

81,415,739

The vessels hull plating is almost to original scantlings. The drivex are the problem. The most prudent upgrade would be

to find an alternate propulsion means for the current hull.

The reason the ridership is down is due to the non-maritime overview of the road-centric design planners in engineering

which is reflected in the mistrust of any common sense long range plannig,

Sunday, Mar 30th

11:29AM

80,456,029

even under option A a new vessel is not likely to come on line before 2018 + and the current vessel drive system

maintenance will become increasingly more expensive and disruptive

Wednesday, Mar 26th

1:04PM

78,074,305

The number of runs that the ferry makes needs to be increased. If there were more runs, the transportation system could

be more effective. This is the only source of transportation to the island and as such, it should serve the islanders who

need to work to afford living on the island.

This is especially true in late spring and summer. Having a ferries on the half hour could increase ridership and allow for

more income.

Monday, Mar 17th

7:32PM

77,741,291

It would probably be less costly and safer to run if the extended sponsons hadn't been filled with concrete which add

significant and unnecessary weight to the vessel. Choosing a more speedy way to pay and board would would also

increase efficiency and save revenue.

Sunday, Mar 16th

3:38PM

77,706,298

Skagit should provide a small barge to get cars across to the Anacortes side when there is an unexpected ferry outage.
Sunday, Mar 16th

12:53PM

77,186,274

The fairly frequent unplanned breakdowns of the current ferry would seem to provide impetus to the option of soon

acquiring a new (or nearly new) ferry with slightly larger vehicle capacity than the current 'Guemes.'

Friday, Mar 14th

6:40PM

76,912,406

Lots of current on the Guemes side, makes it highly important for last second maneuvers. Bigger boats , bigger

accidents.

Friday, Mar 14th

1:59AM
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76,876,407

Please get us a bigger boat with more frequent weekend sailings. Get rid of the 45 minute intervals and go back to the 60

minute plus overload (second sailing) schedule. This responds to the flux in ridership and provides much better customer

service. If at all possible, get rid of the lunch stoppage. It throws the schedule of for hours.

Thursday, Mar 13th

11:16PM

76,872,898

Really. Who wrote this questionnaire? How can one agree or disagree when the questions are posed as facts? Of course

we will need to replace the ferry at some point.

Thursday, Mar 13th

11:01PM

76,382,884

Ferry replacement is the obvious and most economical answer given the unknowns of the vessel's upcoming mechanical

issues (and it's unpredictable breakdown periods). replacing the existing ferry with a vessel that only allows for 4 more

cars seems a backwards idea. If it's going to be replaced allow for at least 12 more spaces to consider future growth

and/or limiting runs with higher number of cars per run.

Wednesday, Mar 12th

3:56PM

Tuesday, Mar 11th

76,054,053

The longer we wait, the higher the costs of replacement will be. Recent downtime is the handwriting on the wall to do

something sooner than later.

Tuesday, Mar 11th

11:22PM

76,023,149

all seem ridiculously expensive, are these actual bids? build it in China...
Tuesday, Mar 11th

9:09PM

75,954,513

I think we all have a responsibility to operate the ferry as efficiently as possible with a good environmental footprint, so I

feel a replacment is the way to go.

Tuesday, Mar 11th

4:42PM

74,694,736

look at the ferrys on the Lake Roosevelt
Saturday, Mar 8th

6:18PM

72,228,742

If you need funds for the ferry no matter what the funds are needed for, you need to realize that the high cost for the ride

is not working.Find a better way.

Tuesday, Mar 4th

1:33PM

72,171,364

does the county have a better way of counting and keeping track of passager and oversize trucks
Monday, Mar 3rd

10:02PM

71,852,181

This document does not reflect the actual needs of the system as expressed by the riders and the island residents. Given

the facts that the ferry design is a barge hull and deck with a couple of outboard engines, and the hull condition is

excellent, why not replace the drive units as needed rather than the entire vessel? This is especially true since the

actually ridership in cars and drivers has been declining for several years.

Thursday, Feb 27th

2:45PM

Question

08 How often do you ride the ferry?

Answers

62
97%

Skips

2
3%

0% 35.5% 71% COUNT PERCENT

 I am a full time resident of Guemes Island. 44 71%

 I am a part time resident of Guemes Island. 17 27%

 I am a visitor to Guemes Island. 1 2%
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